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Sizewell was once only a provisional site as it was situated over an AONB SSSI RAMSA & SPA
's rich coast habitat for wildlife. Accessed by only minor 'B' roads. All of this was disregarded
when Sizewell location was confirmed as the location for SZC&D two of the largest nuclear power
stations ever attempted anywhere in the world and by a bankrupt EDF who rely on a Chinese
nuclear company as a partner. CGN maker of all Chinese nuclear bombs and power stations. All
state owned and they are partners. How sad is that. The Sizewell site will become an Island in a
few decades with a receding coast line certainly not suitable for either nuclear power stations or
the intended nuclear waste store for centuries. Nevertheless, it will be necessary to transport 1.7
million tonnes of crushed rock,680,000 tonnes of sand and 750.000 tonnes of further aggregates
from Somerset 235 miles away and more from France. there are no suitable aggregates locally.
All of this will create more than 50,000HGV inbound and the same returns. Marine Management
Organisation have insisted the sea is used only minimally for special deliveries due to marine
damage. Rough east coast seas will minimize sea activity also. Highly dangerous nuclear waste
will be contained in USA designed HOLTEC INTERNATIONAL 'Hi'Storm' containers guaranteed
for only a few decade not centuries....EDF already have 58 many aging nuclear power stations,
50 Westinghouse USA SZB type and France has 8 also PWR design. many require closure or
shut down and this is to cost EDF approximately 100 million Euros a sum they don't have so us
paying for Sizewell and a larger strike price would help EDF would suit them very well. EDF &
CGN have also created a nuclear build company, NNB Contacting Company LTD. Ltd liability
would suit very well if and likely when things go wrong to simply walk away bankrupt leaving with
a project beyond its ability to complete. The Taisham so called completed EPR does not run at
design temperature as it is considered too dangerous still CGN are not intending to build anymore
EPR designs in the futures with or without EDF. The local Leiston area population and of Leiston
would be swamped by the 8000 workers that would be employed on CZC&D Already there are
nearly 600 working at SZB. Leiston and local areas have in the past never benefited from nuclear
development and all the job promises apart from a few would be imported Job from afar Housing
and rentals would be totally overwhelmed.

